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ABOVE GROUND POOL WINTER DAMAGE 
How did this happen? Could this have been avoided? What do I do now? 

 
People living in New England have some wonderful advantages over people living in other parts of the 
country, regarding how “Mother Nature” treats New Englanders. We’re lucky here! We don’t really deal with 
the hurricanes, tornados, earthquakes, flash floods and severe fires, like other parts of the country do. We 
also have beautiful change of seasons here. My personal favorite is when fall kicks into gear; when the air 
turns crisp and clean and the foliage starts to turn to a kaleidoscope or colors. However, being in the 
Swimming Pool industry, in New England, for over 20 years, one part of the year I dread is, of course, the “W” 
word…Winter. 
Winter is not the most ideal time of year for a “Pool Person” from 
New England. Sales are slow and we’re all running like crazy to get 
ready for when summer all the sudden hits us like a Mack Truck. But 
a drastic change in the temperature going from very cold to warm, 
during the Winter time, makes the Winter even worse for a pool 
person…AND for Above Ground Pool owners. 
 
It’s Winter. It’s COLD! You have an Above Ground Pool with a steel or 
aluminum “rolled wall” in your yard. On the news, you see the 
temperature is going to drastically increase over a very short period 
and stay there for a few days. This can be a VERY dangerous time for an Above Ground Pool, but you don’t 
realize this, because you’re not in the “Swimming Pool Industry.” So, as those couple or few warm days go on, 
you go on through your days like normal…probably enjoying the nice warmer weather we’re all experiencing, 
but then you notice something is wrong with your pool.   
 



“Winter damage” to a steel or aluminum rolled wall pool can happen no matter the age of the pool, no matter 
if the pool has the thickest wall or the thinnest wall. Winter damage can happen to pools with winter covers 
attached and to pools where no winter cover was used. Winter damage can happen to a pool in one yard, and 
NOT to the same exact size, shape, year and model pool in the next yard. And when winter damage does 
happen, it is a horrible experience for the owners of that pool. 
 
There are many types of “damage” that winter can cause to an Above Ground Pool. The 4 most common are 
listed below. Only 1 out of the 4 can happen or 2, 3 or all 4 can happen all at the same time. It simply sucks.  
 
1: You see that the water level is low in the pool or there’s no water in the pool at all. 
 
2: The pool’s wall seems to have bends in it and looks like it is crushing in areas. 
 
3: The skimmer and/or the return jet of the pool is bent in and the wall looks seriously bent. 
 
4: You can see a space between the “top rails” of the pool and the actual pool wall, and the bottom of the 
pool wall looks like an “accordion.”  The wall looks like it shrunk. 
 
Not only are there many types of winter damage that can happen, but there are also many reasons why the 
damage occurred. For the purpose of not making this article into a 
long novel, I want to focus on the most common Reason… 
 
As said above, the temperature goes from VERY cold to a lot 
warmer temperature in a matter of a couple or few days. When 
this happens, the Ice in the pool begins to melt quickly, water that 
is not frozen in the pool begins to warm up from the ground 
becoming warmer, and then one thing leads to another where ice 
causes a puncture in the liner. Water then drains from the pool, 
washing out sand and pushing the surrounding stone out, leaving 
a sheet or ring of ice hanging in the middle of the pool. This ring or 
sheet of ice can cause the wall to bend and/or crush or shrink the 
wall. Then, Ice in the middle of the pool collapses in and you have 
what you see in the pictures. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Imagine seeing this sort of incident happening to your pool. If the pool is 15 or 20 years old, well, that’s one 
thing, but imaging seeing this on a pool that you just had installed during the summer that just past. Not good. 
If this is happening to your pool, here’s a way to help you fully understand “How did this happen?” 

Here’s the most common reason explained in full detail: 
 
It has been very cold out. Your pool is frozen, but in New England, the pool does not usually freeze completely. 
It freezes like shown in the diagram above. There is a pocket of water that stays unfrozen typically. In Canada, 
for example, it is so cold that ALL the water in the pool typically freezes, but we’re not in Canada. So, you pool 
is like this and then the temperature goes from VERY cold to a warmer temperature within days. What then 
will usually happen is the ice at Points A will start to melt and get thinner and sharper and become more 
shaped to a point. As you see, this is where the ice meets the floor of the pool. Why does it start to melt at 
Points A first? Well, as the temperature stays warmer, this warmth and the sun cause snow to melt and turn 
into water, which starts to cause the ground to thaw. The ground then becomes saturated AND becomes 
warmer and this warmth is what causes the sharp areas at Points A to form. 
 
Next, what will usually happen is that the sharp areas at Points A cause punctures in the liner. All that heavy 
ice pushing down against the liner floor while the ground is soft helps this happen, too. And then when there 
are punctures in the liner, all the water in Point B obviously drains out of these punctures (the thickness of a 
liner has little effect on preventing this as well. Just because a pool has a very thick liner does not mean these 
punctures will be avoided. It can happen to the thickest and thinnest of liners.) At times, as the ice melts and 
shifts, the ice can cause rips on the side of the pool, too, between Points A and Points E, but this is rarer. 
 
Now, when the water is missing in Point B, that, now, becomes an air pocket. This air then begins to get 
warmer from the warm ground and it all begins to melt the ice faster. And this melting occurs the fastest at 
Points A, but now between Point C & Point D as well. When this happens, this ice in the middle of the pool 
will eventually collapse in to the pool. This can also cause even more damage to the liner. At this point, the 
liner in the pool is most likely unrepairable and will need to be replaced. In a lot of cases, this is the most 
damage that will happen. But now onto what else can unfortunately happen. 
 
At this point…depending on a lot of factors, including what the temperature is and how much it changes, 
including how much wind hits the pool, including how much sun hits the pool, including what the water level 
(or ice level) was when this all started to occur, including how much snow was piled on top of the pool…the 
pool wall is very susceptible to becoming serious damaged. 



 

 
These pictures show what can happen when there is a ring of ice hanging around the pool wall at Points E in 
the diagram. The weight of the ice can cause the wall to “shrink” or the ice can latch onto the faceplate of the 
pool’s skimmer or return jet and cause the wall to bend and crease very badly. When this type of Winter 
damage happens, there is not much hope for the owner of the pool to have this all fixed without having to 
invest a lot of money for a repair or for a replacement pool all together. And even though you could say 
Winter Damage is “good” for someone like me in the Swimming Pool Industry—someone like me who makes a 
living on the repairs and selling of the new pools—I have to say I personally feel so bad for homeowners that 
this happens to. I really do. And I honestly would rather this NOT happen to people. But, unfortunately, I see 
this sort of thing a lot every few years when Mother Nature is all over the place with the temperature…and 
even worse, there is no way to truly and completely avoid it from occurring on steel or aluminum rolled wall 
Above Ground Pools. 
 
I have said to myself many times over the years when I see this sort of thing “there MUST be a way to avoid 
this! There must be!” I’ve had years of research, years of discussing this with other more experienced and 
more knowledgeable pool professionals than me…and there simple is just no way to completely avoid it. 
 
I wrote this article for 3 reasons. I wrote this article to help educate a pool owner, that this hasn’t happened 
to, on the things they can do to help prevent it from happening (even though it is not avoidable, like I’ve said, 
there are things you can do to help cause the chances of it happening less likely.) The second reason I wrote 
this is to simply explain to a pool owner, that this has happened to, the exact reason it has happened. And the 
last reason I wrote this is to explain what a pool owner can do and what steps to take if if this unfortunate 
experience does happen to them or has happened. 



 
To lessen the chances of this happening: 
-Consult with your local pool company on the CORRECT way to close your Above Ground Rolled Wall Pool! 
-If you use a winter cover…as rain and snow accumulate on top of your pool cover, periodically remove as 
much rain and snow as you can from the cover. 
-During the time the pool is closed, periodically inspect your pool. Check to make sure the winter cover (if 
used) is not pulling on the wall too much. Check to see that the water level (or ice level) is still where it should 
be. Check to make sure there are no dents or bends in the wall. During the summer months, inspect your pool 
for rust on the wall. Report ANY rust spots to your local pool company immediately to learn of ways to repair. 
-Never loop a winter pool cover wire under your pool’s skimmer!  
-If you notice ANYTHING that “doesn’t look right” on you pool during the winter, call your local pool company 
IMMEDIATELY and explain what you see. 
-BEFORE something ever happens, consult with your homeowners insurance company to find out if your 
Above Ground Pool is covered in case something bad ever does happen. If it is, we recommend asking if 
“Winter Damage” and “Ice Damage” are specifically covered in your policy. If they are not, ask if you can add 
this to your policy. It may increase your policy a little, but it will be well worth it if any of the above ever 
happens to your pool. 
  
 
What options do you have if this did happen: 
Let’s say your pool is still under warranty. If Winter damage happens to your pool, the likelihood of even the 
BEST pool manufacturers and installers covering the damage under warranty is slim to none. Though there are 
pools that cover winter damage in their warranties, like a certain brand I sell, Radiant Pools, I don’t know of 
any rolled wall Above Ground Pools that cover winter damage in their warranties. And damage like all that I’ve 
explained in this article does not happen because the pool you own was “a poorly manufactured pool” or was 
“installed wrong.” So, if warranty doesn’t cover it, what other options do you have?… 
 
Many homeowners insurance policies cover damage and loss of Above Ground Pools, but not all of them. And 
not all the policies that do cover Above Ground Pools cover winter or ice damage. IF DAMAGE HAS HAPPENED 
TO YOUR POOL, DO NOT CALL YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY UNTIL YOU TALK TO MY COMPANY! 
Unfortunately, every few years, Mother Nature gets nasty and because of this, my company has had much 
experience on how to work with the insurance companies and help the customer get their pool repaired or 
replaced through their insurance policy. Contact us if damage has happened and we’ll explain things even 
further and do our best to help you! 
 
       
 
           
 
 
 

Chris Melanson 
          General Manager, 
          Pools & Cues & Spas, Too,  
          Auburn, MA 


